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Abstract

We discuss the impact of heavy-flavor production measurements in semi-inclusive deep
inelastic scattering at HERA on the CTEQ-TEA PDFs. In particular, we study the impact
of the latest charm and bottom production measurements from the H1 and ZEUS collab-
orations on the gluon, and the interplay of these measurements with the data ensemble
of the recent CT18 global QCD analysis.
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1 Introduction

Heavy-flavor production in deep inelastic scattering (DIS) reactions is important to probe
factorization in perturbative quantum chromodynamics (pQCD) in presence of several hard
scales, such as the heavy-quark masses and transverse momenta of the outgoing quarks. Vari-
ous amended versions of the factorization theorem have been developed to study the produc-
tion of heavy flavors in DIS, and have been extensively studied in literature [1–10]. General
mass treatments are currently employed in modern global QCD analyses of parton distribution
functions (PDFs) of the proton [11–14] and are critical to correctly account for phase space sup-
pression and other mass effects that are comparable in magnitude to next-to-next-to-leading
order (NNLO) radiative corrections in the QCD strong coupling αs. Moreover, the dependence
of standard candle cross sections on heavy-quark masses mc and mb, is not negligible.

The recently published CT18 global analysis [11] includes neutral current (NC) DIS mea-
surements of charm and bottom structure functions F cc̄

2 and F bb̄
2 at high Q2 [15] as well as

charm production cross section measurements at HERA [16]. These data are very important
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for PDF determinations, as they set direct constraints on the gluon PDF and have the potential
to indirectly constrain the strange-quark PDF.

In 2018, a new combination of charm and bottom production measurements from the
H1 and ZEUS collaborations has been published [17] and superseded the previous measure-
ments [15,16] with an extended kinematic range of photon virtuality 2.5 GeV2 ≤ Q2 ≤ 2000
GeV2 and Bjorken scaling variable 3 · 10−5 ≤ xBj ≤ 5 · 10−2, and reduced uncertainties due to
a simultaneous combination of charm and bottom cross-section measurements with reduced
correlations between them.

When these measurements replaced the previous ones in the CT18 global analysis, they
could not be described with a χ2/Npt less than 1.7. For the CT18NNLO fit, we obtained
χ2/Npt = 1.98 for charm production (Npt = 47), and χ2/Npt = 1.25 for bottom produc-
tion (Npt = 26). The CT18XNNLO fit gives χ2/Npt = 1.71 for charm and 1.26 for bottom
production.

Tensions were observed between these new combined data and several CT18 datasets such
as the LHCb 7 and 8 TeV W/Z production data [18, 19], Z-rapidity data [20] at CDF run-II,
CMS 8 TeV single inclusive jet production [21], and t t̄ double differential pT and y cross
section [22]. Therefore, these data were not included in the CT18 global analysis.

In this conference proceedings contribution, we shall come back to this point and illustrate
the preliminary results of a more detailed analysis of these measurements [17]. We have
investigated these data and explored the impact of the new correlated systematic uncertainties
released by the H1 and ZEUS collaborations. The complete results of the current investigation
are going to be published in a forthcoming paper [23].

2 CT18 and the new charm and bottom combination at HERA

In the H1 and ZEUS combined analysis of Ref. [17], heavy-quark data have been compared
to the theory predictions obtained by different groups [7,8,14,24–27] and it has been found
that the χ2 for these measurements is not optimal. More recent global analyses [12,28] have
also shown a poor description of these data. In all cases, the theory seems to fail to describe
the slope of the data in the intermediate/small x region 10−5 ≤ x ≤ 0.01.

In this new study, we fit the new charm and bottom combination at HERA in the CT18 data
ensemble using the S-ACOT-χ heavy-quark scheme at NNLO [9] which is the default general
mass variable flavor number scheme adopted in the CTEQ global PDF analyses. In our attempt
to fit these new measurements, we have varied several parameters in the fit and have explored
the alternative settings in various combinations.

For example, fits with increased weights of the combined HERA data [17], show preference
for a harder gluon at intermediate/small x . The χ2/Npt is no less than 1.44 when the new
combined HERA data are included with a large statistical weight of order 100. In this extreme
scenario, the opposing χ2 pulls arise from the LHCb 7 and 8 TeV W/Z cross section measure-
ments [18,19], ATLAS 7 TeV [29], CDF Run-2 inclusive jets [30], CDF Run-2 Z rapidity [20],
and the D0 Run-2 electron Ach data [31].

In another exercise, we varied the input charm-quark mass in either the MS and pole mass
definitions. The initial scale Q0 has also been varied consistently. To improve the description
at intermediate/small-x and deal with different initial input scale values, we tried alternative
parametrizations for the gluon. In Fig. 1 shows the χ2/Npt values for charm and bottom
production when a scan over mc(pole) is performed. As expected, the fit is very sensitive to
the charm quark mass. However, the χ2/Npt is never lower than 1.6 in these scenarios.

We performed fits in which we varied parameters of the x-dependent DIS factorization
scale, defined as µDIS(x) = A

q

m2
Q + B2/xC , and used for the calculation of low-x DIS cross
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Figure 1: χ2/Npt for charm (solid) and bottom (dashed) production in the
CT18XNNLO fit as a function of the charm-quark mass mc(pole) for different val-
ues of the input scale Q0.

sections in the CT18XNNLO fit. The CT18XNNLO fit is a variant of CT18NNLO that is generated
by including the µDIS(x) scale choice for low-x DIS data. This x-dependent scale choice mimics
the main impact of low-x resummation [27] and is inspired by saturation models [32,33]. In
fact, we observed that these data mildly prefers CT18XNNLO to CT18NNLO [11]. In Fig. 2,
we illustrate modifications induced on the NNLO gluon PDF at Q = 2 GeV and Q0 = 1 GeV
when a scan over the MS charm-quark mass mc(mc) is performed (left), and when the B
parameter in µDIS(x) is varied. In the left inset, the solid black curve corresponds to the fit
with mc(mc) = 1.15 GeV with χ2(HERA HQ)/Npt = 1.62, while the dotdashed represents the
fit with mc(mc) = 1.50 GeV and with χ2(HERA HQ)/Npt = 4.77. In the right inset, the solid
black curve corresponds to the fit with B = 0.10 GeV and χ2(HERA HQ)/Npt = 1.58, while
the dotdashed represents the fit with B = 0.60 GeV and χ2(HERA HQ)/Npt = 1.52. In both
cases, parameters A= 0.5 and C = 0.33 are fixed in µDIS(x).

Error bands are shown at the 90% confidence level for CT18NNLO and CT18XNNLO. Over-
all, these preliminary findings indicate that the new charm and bottom production measure-
ments at HERA seem to have a preference for a harder gluon at intermediate and small x .

To optimize phase-space suppression due to heavy quark masses, we have also performed
fits where we varied the S-ACOT-χ rescaling parameter χ = ζ(1+ ζλm2

Q/Q
2). It had only a

modest impact on the fit.
The correlated systematic uncertainties play a very important role in the description of

these data. In total, the H1 and ZEUS collaborations released 167 sources of correlated sys-
tematic uncertainties for the new charm and bottom combination, 71 of which are experi-
mental systematic sources, 16 are related to the extrapolation procedures (i.e. fragmentation
fractions and branching ratios), and 80 are statistical correlations between charm and bottom
quarks. In Fig. 3 we illustrate the distribution of the statistical residuals for the new charm
data in the CT18NNLO global analysis, where the old charm and bottom production data have
been replaced by the new ones. The residuals rk are defined in terms of the theory Tk and the
shifted data values Dsh

k as rk = (Dsh
k − Tk)/σk where σk is the total uncorrelated uncertainty

(more details in Ref. [11]). The Anderson-Darling test applied to the residuals gives a p-value
of 0.92. On the other hand, the distribution of nuisance parameters does not exhibit such a
good behavior and the same test gives a p-value of 10−7.
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Figure 2: Ratio to the CT18XNNLO gluon PDF as a function of x at Q = 2 GeV and
Q0 = 1 GeV. Left: scan over the MS charm-quark mass mc(mc) while mb(mb) = 4.18
GeV. Right: scan over the B parameter in µDIS(x). Error bands are shown at 90%
confidence level for CT18NNLO (red) and CT18XNNLO (blue).
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Figure 3: Distribution of the residuals for the new charm production at HERA in the
CT18NNLO global fit.

3 Conclusions

We have discussed the preliminary results of a detailed study of the new charm and bottom
production combination at HERA [17] in the context of the CT18 NNLO global analysis. These
measurements are of high importance for PDF determinations because they provide direct
constraints on the gluon PDF at intermediate and small x , and indirect constraints on strange
quark PDF. We tried to improve the description of these data within the CT18 global analysis,
and performed a large number of fits in which we varied several parameters. These parameters
are correlated to various extents and make their study very intricate. In the best configuration,
the χ2/Npt is no lower than 1.5. We observed that these data seem to prefer a harder gluon
in the intermediate/small x region. The χ2/Npt values which we have found are similar to
those in recent studies by MSHT20 and NNPDF4.0, and from other groups as reported in Tab
4 of the H1 and Zeus Collaborations study [17].
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A good description of these data remains challenging. A more extensive analysis of these
important measurements in the context of the CTEQ global analysis will be presented in a
forthcoming study [23].
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